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Abstract
Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Research currently generates an extraordinary
amount of publications and interest in fellow computer scientists and biologists alike
because of the underlying potential of the source material that researchers can work with.
PPI networks are the networks of protein complexes formed by biochemical events or
electrostatic forces serving a biological function [1]. Since the analysis of the protein networks
is now growing, we have more information regarding protein, genomes and their influence
on life. Today, PPI networks are used to study diseases, improve drugs and understand other
processes in medicine and health that will eventually help mankind.
Though PPI network research is considered extremely important in the field, there is
an issue – we do not have enough people who have enough interdisciplinary knowledge in
both the fields of biology and computer science; this limits our rate of progress in the field.
Most biologists that are not expert coders need a way of calculating graph values and
information that will help them analyze the graphs better without having to manipulate the
data themselves. In this research, I test a few ways of achieving results through the use of
available frameworks and algorithms, present the results and compare each method’s
efficacy.
My analysis takes place on very large datasets where I calculate several centralities
and other data from the graph using different metrics, and I also visualize them in order to
gain further insight. I also managed to note the significance of MPI and multithreading on the
results thus obtained that suggest building scalable tools will help improve the analysis
immensely.
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Introduction
In the recent times, we have invested a lot in researching DNA and specific genes and
how they have the possibility of affecting how an organism behaves and functions. DNA in
an organism gives it the possibility to have certain traits; however, only the activated
proteins produced from the genetic information actually bring the traits to fruition. There
are many ways in which we can detect how important specific proteins are to an organism
by looking at how often certain proteins interact and how specific proteins are involved in
all interactions. We usually do this by building graphs using data obtained from giant protein
datasets. However, the analysis of these graphs using network is really costly and takes up a
lot of resources. The following research paper deals in how we can possibly reduce the cost
by minimizing the overhead required to perform most of these operations by finding out the
best ways to do so.
Networks are important because in a vast array for complicated information regarding
several different entities, networks help abstraction of information by creating nodes and
edges among proteins to make for a better reading and visualization of the information.
Mining of different kinds of data has in the recent times become an extremely valuable way
of gaining mass information with very little abstracted information. For example, big
companies like Google and Facebook continually mine data from their users (social
networks, web graphs) creating reliable information. Similarly mining biological data also
helps us generate a large volume of data to establish protein-protein interactions (PPI).
Research in the field helps us analyze the data in molecular level but also has its drawbacks.
Analyzing large datasets requires a lot of computation that needs to be scalable.
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Here I analyze some computation methods to determine the suitability of a few methods
used and the results obtained.
Related Work
Proteins are linear chain biomolecules that are the basis of functional networks in all
organisms. Protein Interactions can be very helpful in shedding light on different types of
proteins and how they function. For instance, most cancers are caused by increasing
interaction edge weights of oncogenes and decreasing interaction edge weights of tumor
suppressor genes[2].
Most current work in the field focus on creating lots of data dumps with protein interaction
values that can be computationally interacted with. Creating networks reveal several
insights but further analysis is required through computation [3]. These computations need
to be scalable[32] and efficient if we want to glean as much information as possible.
String Database (StringDB), the largest protein interaction repository available, whose
datasets are used in this research has PPI networks with 2031 organisms, 9.6 million
proteins and 1380 million protein interactions [4]. Several such network databases exist that
provide large amounts of data that are suitable for analysis.
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Datasets
PPI networks from StringDB database for several organisms were used for the analysis.
StringDB is a database repository that contains several protein identifiers and details
including protein interaction values. The scores in StringDB represent the likelihood of an
interaction between any two proteins. The main purpose of the scores here is to identify
important proteins. The database is helpful to get important information on different species
of organisms and their specific proteins and genes. There is detailed information on
networks of high confidence interactions which helps us calculate Between centrality,
Degrees between proteins as well as many other kinds of information that will subsequently
help us determine the specific impact of one particular protein on the overall graph. The
networks are represented as edgelists with several interaction values based on various
evidences such as interaction and coexpression scores. The datasets used are summarized
in Table I.
Network

Nodes

Edges

Source

Homo Sapiens

19247

4274001

StringDB

Acetobacterium Woodii

3439

369956

StringDB

Albugo Laibachii

5849

1443060

StringDB

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

3567

412618

StringDB

Bacillus Cytotoxicus

3765

298873

StringDB

Enterococcus faecium

2833

247580

StringDB

Francisella novicida

1838

105234

StringDB

Streptococcus peroris

1636

127571

StringDB

Thermus aquaticus

2514

200519

StringDB

Zinderia insecticola

201

8299

StringDB

Table 1 Sample Datasets used in the experiment
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These datasets contain an edge weight valued on a scale of 0-1000 between two proteins.
This weight is the overall interaction score– sum of all the categorical scores such as
coexpression score, neighborhood score, experimental score, and several other values
given by the database. The datasets identify proteins using unique protein identifiers called
Ensembl Protein IDs determined by Ensembl.org. Further details on these proteins and also
other genes can also be found at Ensembl Genome Browser [5].
We first need to analyze the datasets from StringDB. The provided values when teamed with
proper analysis helps us calculate Betweenness Centrality (BC), Closeness Centrality (CC),
degree and diameter for a network of proteins and determine the important ones on the
basis of these values.
Computation requirement
Since the datasets are extremely large, the analysis needs to be done based on
multiple processors to have successful results. The framework used for the analysis is
Message Passing Interface (MPI) based distributed memory parallel systems where each
processor has its own local memory. The processors do not have any shared memory, and
they communicate via exchanging messages. Compute resources are the physical resources
on which individual jobs are executed. Our current resources include two HPC Linux clusters
at LONI (Louisiana Optical Network Infrastructure) and the University of New Orleans
(UNO). LONI QueenBee system is a 50.7 TFlops Peak Performance 680 compute node cluster
running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 operating system. Each node contains two Quad Core
Xeon 64-bit processors operating at a core frequency of 2.33 GHz. The compute cluster at
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UNO is a small cluster with 2 large-memory computing nodes, each with 16 cores and 512GB
of RAM, connected by QDR infiniband interconnect and running Linux operating system.
Basics of Graph Theory
Graph analysis is a complicated process and there are many features that can be
elicited from the graph or that are naturally the properties of the graphs. Here I will explain
some of the graph metrics that are analyzed in this experiment including diameter,
betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, degree, degree centrality, clustering coefficient,
k-core, triangles and modularity.
Diameter of a graph is the greatest distance
between any two vertices in the graph (the
maximum eccentricity). The most fundamental way
of calculating this is calculating the shortest path
for each pair of vertices in the graph and the largest
such path will be the diameter. In some graphs,
there are disjointed sets of nodes – these graphs
tend to produce an infinite value for the diameter.
Most of the regular graphs produced using the

Figure 1 A graph colored on the basis of BC from least
(red) to greatest (blue).

dataset in this experiment, though, will produce shorter diameter values which denote the
reachability of the nodes within the graph from other nodes.
Betweenness Centrality is the measure of centrality in a graph based on shortest paths. There
are several shortest paths between any pair of vertices in a graph. Betweenness Centrality is
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an exact measure of how often a select node appears in the shortest paths between any pairs
of vertices. In Figure 1, we can see that the nodes on the outside of the graph that seem to
interact with fewer nodes overall have lower values compared to the nodes in the center.
This is because the nodes in the center are ultimately in the paths of most of the paths
between any pair of vertices in the graph. It is especially useful to learn the values of
betweenness centrality because it has been shown that nodes with high centrality values
often have a significant effect on any graph. They play a role in communication and signaling
in biochemical and regulatory pathways [25]. According to Networkx, Betweenness centrality
of any node

where

is the sum of the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths that pass through :

is the set of nodes,

is the number of shortest

the number of those paths passing through some node
, and if

,

other than

-paths, and
. If

is

,

.[37]

Closeness Centrality for a node can be defined as the sum of the shortest path length
between that node and all other nodes in the graph. So, the closer it is to the center, the closer
it is to all the individual nodes. This is also a very good indicator of how much emphasis a
node has in the graph overall. In Networkx, Closeness centrality of a node
of the sum of the shortest path distances from

to all

is the reciprocal

other nodes. Since the sum is

dependent on the number of nodes in the graph, closeness is normalized by the sum of
minimum possible distances

.
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where

is the shortest-path distance between and , and

is the number of nodes

in the graph. [38]
Degree for a node in a graph is the number of edges incident to the node. The degree
centrality for a node is a fraction of nodes it is connected to.
Clustering coefficient is the measure of the degree to which nodes in a graph tend to
cluster together into tightly knit groups. In most graphs, especially graphs associated with
social networks, nodes usually are part of a compact group of dense nodes in a way that the
links here are stronger than an average link between two nodes in the graph [26]. The formula
used for calculating clustering in Networkx is[39]: For unweighted graphs, the clustering of a
node

is the fraction of possible triangles through that node that exist,

where

is the number of triangles through node

and is the degree of .

For weighted graphs, the clustering is defined as the geometric average of the subgraph edge
weights,
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Coreness is a measure that helps to identify tightly interlinked groups within a
network. A k-core is a maximal group of entities, all of which are connected to at least k other
entities in the group. So, a graph will be a 4-core graph if all its nodes are connected to at
least 4 other nodes in the graph.
Counting triangles is counting the set of three nodes such that they form a triangle.
Since triangles and calculations of transitivity seem to be very important for finding
communities, predicting links and spam filtering in real life networks, algorithms for
estimating triangles are very important in graph theory. Since most algorithms cannot scale
well to the networks to count the exact number of triangles, the estimation algorithms are
very important[27].
Modularity, similar to clustering, is a way of identifying tightly knit communities in a
general graph. Both of these are good indicators for figuring out the communities but the
difference is in the way they calculate these communities. Clustering coefficient looks at
triangle densities whereas modularity looks at edge densities between modules.
Using the Tools
For the experiments to be conducted in this paper, several tools are used – network, igraph,
gephi, gnu tools and SNAP. Most of the direct calculations of centralities are done through a
modified framework developed[32] to make a wholesome tool for the analysis of protein
interactions. The framework uses a Linux-based architecture mainly using C++ codes, shell
scripts and python scripts that uses MPI to accelerate the analysis. There are several efficient
triangle counting algorithms that are used. [31][33][35] The job is submitted through moab qsub
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scripts. These are handled through PBS qsub scripts which use moab scheduling mechanism
to allow multiprocessing. The job request comes attached with pre and post processing
options that might allow for further changes in the code. Other direct analysis that took place
on my personal computer that ran NetworkX and igraph for comparison.
The main service used for visualization was GNUPlot [8] which develops several plots and
distribution based on statistical operations on a given set of data. Since this tool is already
well-made, the generation of the plots does not require a lot of specific coding. For additional
visualization, Gephi[9], the java-based visualization library, is used. Its open-source and
extensible design means that there are many features that can be highlighted in the detailed
interactive graphs that it produces. For analysis with Gephi, the network dataset is first
converted to gexf format allowing for changes in nodes and attributes if needed. Several
graph layout algorithms can be used such as Force Atlas, Yifan Hu and Fruchterman Reingold
and every node can be sorted, highlighted based on its betweenness, degree or any other sort
of metrics of the graph.
Categorization of Analysis Metrics
The distribution of the kinds of experiments done on the data can be divided into three
categories according to the tool used – global, community and local metrics.
The global metrics are usually light and work on the entire graph on properties that would
be a property of the graph itself.
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The community analysis takes place on clusters that have a function or seem segregated.
Every community is a set of nodes where there is more connection to each node within than
any nodes lying outside this particular community.
Local metrics are usually trickier because they take analysis to the nodal level and hence take
up a lot of computation like calculating local clustering coefficients. Several centrality
measures such as Betweenness Centrality, Closeness Centrality and Degree Centrality were
also used to identify major nodes as these are good indicators of how much effect a particular
node has on the entire network.
The use of a multi-tier is usually considered a good practice for implementations of
analysis. Starting analysis with the harshest and getting finer each iteration allows for special
oddities found in the global scope to be the focus on the later iterations allowing for specific
analysis if necessary. This also means that most of the analysis can be done even in a basic
personal computer. However, a lot of tasks especially in the local metrics analysis take more
resources and will take long times to finish.
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Results
The results obtained from the tool using the metric classification system are as follows:
A. Global analysis
Networks

Diameter

Acetobacterium Woodii

6

Albugo Laibachii

6

Bacillus Cytotoxius

5

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

5

Homo sapiens

6

Enterococcus faecium

5

Francisella novicida

4

Streptococcus peroris

Infinite

Thermus aquaticus

5

Zinderia insecticola

3
Table 2 Global Analysis metrics results 1

Diameter analysis specifically was computed on all the datasets according to the NetworkX
library algorithm. The max. value of 6 shows that there is a good reachability in all 6 datasets
that were reachable, and the farthest protein can be reached in just six hops. However, one
of the datasets seems to be disconnected as it returned a diameter of infinite and not all the
nodes can be reached from other nodes. Further analysis was conducted on select datasets.
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Networks

Degree

Components

Min.

Max.

Avg.

Number of Comp.

Max. Size

Acetobacterium Woodii

1

2075

172.51

1

4192

Albugo Laibachii

1

2676

493.44

21

5798

Bacillus Cytotoxius

1

1746

159.51

2

3803

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

1

2371

229.04

1

3574

Homo sapiens

1

10853

444.12

1

19247

Table 3 Global Metrics Results 2

The basic global metrics calculation involve degree, nodal and diameter calculations along
with counting triangles and finding diameter. Tables 3 and 4 present all these results for five
PPI networks. It is clear from the tables that Homo sapiens dataset has a significantly higher
number of proteins and interactions and analysis is significantly more intensive.
Networks

Max. k-core

Triangles

Acetobacterium Woodii

146

6.36M

Albugo Laibachii

566

215.12M

Bacillus Cytotoxius

146

6.41M

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

172

13.06M

Homo sapiens

791

321.6M

Table 4 Global Metrics Results 3

In terms of triangle density, Albugo Laibachii leads the way even though it has fewer
triangles (215M) compared to Homo sapiens (321M). In the same dataset, average clustering
is very high too indicating that proteins interact with the entire neighborhood closely as can
be observed in Figure 2.
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Average Clustering Coefficient against datasets
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Acetobacterium Woodii

Albugo Laibachii

Bacillus Cytotoxius

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

Avg. CC

Figure 2 Average Clustering Coefficient in the datasets

B. Community Analysis
Networks

Comm. Size

Number of
Comm.

Modularity

Max.

Avg.

Acetobacterium Woodii

2075

172.51

1

4192

Albugo Laibachii

2676

493.44

21

5798

Bacillus Cytotoxius

1746

159.51

2

3803

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

2371

229.04

1

3574

Homo sapiens

10853

444.12

1

19247

Table 5 Community Analysis metrics results

Community Analysis metrics are used to reveal functional units in the networks. For each set
there are certain number of functional communities detected. The results obtained here are
direct results, but results obtained from Gephi can provide further insight into these results.
The interactive graphs produced by Gephi can be used to zoom into and look at nodes and
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connected communities in detail. For example, in Figure 5 that shows a subgraph for Homo
sapiens dataset, we can easily highlight the nodes and its neighbors and look into details as
to how they connect with the overall graph. Another metric that is important in community
analysis is k-core which is already calculated as part of global analysis. Albugo Laibachii here
has a max. core of 566 which represents that it has a subgraph where the minimum degree
is 566. This shows that for Albugo Laibachii and Homo sapiens, there are large cohesive
subgroups.

Figure 3 A subgraph in Homo Sapiens. Node colors represent modularity classes and node sizes represent degrees.
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C. Local Analysis
Several local metrics including nodal clustering coefficient, degree distribution, seed
expansion and centralities are calculated here. Since these are nodal, only fixed analysis are
done on the nodes that show properties that demand notice.
In all the datasets, the nodes with high degrees are very few and most of the nodes have
lower degrees. We can look upon individual nodes to gain further information regarding
their properties.
D. The “Hub”
Finding important details in protein interactions hinges on correct prediction of “hub”
proteins that seemingly have a lot of emphasis on a lot of nodes and sometimes even an
entire network. [12] Especially when it comes to drug targets, such nodes are important to
pathways because they either appear in lots of interactions or appear in many interactions
with extremely high interaction values, i.e. importance. The following results show the
results of specific look into the possible hub nodes in the Homo sapiens dataset and five other
datasets that we were looking at.
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i.

Homo Sapiens

Proteins against degree, closeness and betweenness
centralities
ENSP00000328973

ENSP00000351686

ENSP00000344818

0

0.1

0.2
Degree

0.3
Closeness

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Betweenness

Figure 4 Top three proteins with highest centrality values in Homo sapiens (represented with Ensembl IDs)

As can be inferred from Figure 4, in Homo Sapiens, following three proteins have the highest
centrality scores for Homo Sapiens: ENSP00000344818 (UBC protein), ENSP00000351686
(PRDM10 protein), and ENSP00000328973 (TSPO protein). Researching into these specific
proteins from the available research, these do indeed have a lot of importance. Ubiquitin C
(UBC) protein, as its name suggests, is a protein available ubiquitously around the eukaryotic
tissues. This explains the higher value of betweenness centrality for this protein. UBC protein
is encoded by the UBC gene which regulates cellular ubiquitin levels under stress

[13].

UBC

protein contributes to liver development and hence, lack of UBC genes in unborn fetuses
leads to embryonic lethality

[14].

PRDM10 is a protein that has been linked to the

transcriptional regulation [15]. Some studies on mice have indicated that this may also help
in the development of the Central Nervous System

[16].

TSPO protein, encoded by the TSPO
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gene, is found in the outer mitochondrial membrane. Generally, TSPO has been linked with
cholesterol transport with mixed evidence

[17]

and has also been associated with immune

response [18] and heart regulation [19] depending on the kind of tissue it is working in.
Similar results from other five datasets based on betweenness centrality are provided below:
Networks

Protein 1:

Protein 2:

Protein 3:

Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness Centrality

Enterococcus
faecium

565664.EFXG_02548:
0.011887061433603347

565664.EFXG_01606:
0.011623847640634836

565664.EFXG_01777:
0.00977935720780547

Francisella
novicida

676032.FN3523_1668:
0.01248583615719816

676032.FN3523_1601:
0.007447159209474835

676032.FN3523_0880:
0.0066714619860835656

Streptococcus
peroris

888746.HMPREF9180_0918:
0.017006028424795053

888746.HMPREF9180_0031:
0.009293037994997906

888746.HMPREF9180_1288:
0.005658432514832793

Thermus
aquaticus

498848.TaqDRAFT_3009:
0.015220965253378323

498848.TaqDRAFT_3881:
0.010151699052185423

498848.TaqDRAFT_4767:
0.00879464538827585

Zinderia
insecticola

871271.ZICARI_135:
0.01662779736530126

871271.ZICARI_136:
0.01637686851432466

871271.ZICARI_131:
0.014341243711253905

Table 6 Dominantly central nodes in 5 network datasets

ii.

Enterococcus faecium

For Enterococcus faecium, proteins 1 and 3 had no detailed information and those proteins
were not annotated in the String libraries either. Protein 565664.EFXG_01606 also did not
have any specific annotation available but based on protein interactions, it is closely linked
to EXFG_00019 which is a DNA polymerase III subunit beta with a score of 0.999 out of 1 [20].
iii.

Francisella novicida

In this case, 676032.FN3523_1668 represents DNA polymerase I

[21].

DNA Polymerase I

works on DNA replication in prokaryotes. It is the most available polymerase and is
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responsible for correcting gaps during replication and repair. 676032.FN3523_1601 is a
Heat Shock protein (groL protein) that prevents misfolding and promotes refolding and
proper assembly of unfolded polypeptides under stress [22]. 676032.FN3523_0880 is a guaA
enzyme that is a GMP (guanosine monophosphate) synthase that acts as a catalyst during the
synthesis of GMP from XMP(xanthosine monophosphate)[23].
iv.

Streptococcus peroris

888746.HMPREF9180_0918

is an ADP-ribosylglycohydrolase enzyme

HMPREF9180_0031 is a DNA polymerase

[25]

[24]

and

and 888746.HMPREF9180_1288 is a nosine-

5’-monophosphate dehydrogenase that catalyzes the conversion of inosine 5'-phosphate
(IMP) to xanthosine 5'-phosphate (XMP). The details in this bacteria’s enzymes were scarce
because of the lack of specific research into the proteins. These limitations will have
significant impacts until the creation and distribution of large protein datasets conform to
more coherent standards and the data collection is more accurate.
v.

Thermus aquaticus

According to StringDB, 498848.TaqDRAFT_3009 is a family of proteins whose purpose is to
unwind nucleic acids, 498848.TaqDRAFT_3881 is a DNA-directed DNA polymerase and
498848.TaqDRAFT_4767 is a DNA polymerase III subunit beta.
vi.

Zinderia insecticola

For Zinderia insecticola, protein 1 i.e.871271.ZICARI_135 is a Ribonuclease III enzyme that
digests double stranded RNA and it is involved in the processing of primary rRNA transcript
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to produce the immediate precursors to the large and small rRNAs. They also take part in
RNA silencing and pnp autoregulatory mechanism [28]. 871271.ZICARI_136 is a Putative GTPbinding protein that is necessary for accurate and efficient protein synthesis under stress
condition. It is also estimated to act as a fidelity factor of the translation reaction, by
catalyzing a one-codon backward translocation of tRNAs on improperly translocated
ribosomes[29]. 871271.ZICARI_131 is a replicative DNA helicase and it works in initiation and
elongation during chromosome replication. It also contains active sites for DNA binding and
ATP binding.
E. Scalability
The project largely works with parallelizable codes that use multiple processors using MPI
to divide tasks to processors and print results. Along with truly parallel algorithms, some
local metrics used sequential methods in task parallel way to speedup the process. This
design is effective in increasing speedup of the processes using the tool by sometimes upto
ten folds when compared to the straight sequential run directly using networkx only given
the device running it has several processors.
Networks

Runtime in seconds

Speedup

Sequentially

MPI based tool

Acetobacterium Woodii

576

62

9.29

Albugo Laibachii

820

95

8.63

Bacillus Cytotoxius

540

58

9.31

Dinoroseobacter Shibae

680

72

9.44

Homo sapiens

1280

130

9.85

Table 7 Speedups compared: sequential vs MPI based tool
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F. Network analysis tools
There are several network analysis tools – the ones that are used for our experiment – SNAP,
NetworkX and others like igraph, PEGASUS, CINET and Pajek. NetworkX is an open source
python-based software package for studying complex networks. NetworkX contains a large
collection of network algorithms. Pajek is a tool for the analysis and visualization of networks
having thousands to millions of vertices. Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) is a
general purpose network analysis library. Another toolkit Network Workbench provides an
online portal for network researchers. PEGASUS is a peta-scale distributed graph mining
system that provides large-scale algorithms for several graph mining tasks and runs on
clouds. CINET is another versatile web-based tool for analyzing unlabeled (unsigned)
networks.
There are general differences among these tools and all of them have some limitations.
Concerning this experiment, Networkx’s limitation of the lack of scalable parallel algorithms
meant that a task parallel system has to be created to speed up processes. CINET lacks
support for signed networks.
Comparison: Networkx vs Igraph
Two of the most frequently used scripting analysis tools are network and igraph on the
python platform. Since igraph and most other tools are not directly installed on the LONI
platform, a comparison was made on a modest device (i7-4770HQ, 12GB DDR3 RAM and
Nvidia 970m). The comparison was to test out these easy to use tools – both of which do not
support native multithreading, and both of which run on the python platform. Igraph though
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runs based on C libraries and not natively on python libraries like Networkx. Both of these
are also incredibly easy to use for calculating different measures for a graph.
Networks

Betweenness Centrality
runtime in seconds

Pagerank Calculation runtime in
seconds

Igraph

Networkx

Igraph

Networkx

Enterococcus faecium

7.05

704

1.59

17.4

Francisella novicida

1.95

207

1.50

15.3

Streptococcus peroris

2.63

212

0.615

7.78

Thermus aquaticus

6.19

606

1.21

9.78

Zinderia insecticola

0.05

1.55

0.027

0.23

Table 8 Speedups compared: networkx and igraph

Most of the calculations done were significantly faster on igraph most likely due to the
effective underlying C libraries rather than networkx’s native python execution. As can be
seen from Table 9, the speed of execution while calculating betweenness was anywhere
between 31 and 106 times faster. The calculation of pagerank was anywhere between 8 and
12 times faster on the igraph compared to Networkx. This demonstrates that igraph is much
better at utilizing limited resources for analysis. But the comparison of the tools would be
incomplete if the comparison is only made on the basis of performance. Igraph’s C library
uses appropriate indexing making it faster to load graphs. The other advantage that igraph
has over networkx is that it works in R and C languages too.
The advantage that Networkx has over igraph is that it is extremely easy to install since it is
one standard python package that is widely available and used compared to a slightly
cumbersome installation of igraph. For instance, LONI’s QB already had networkx plugin
built-in but igraph was impossible to install or use without greater authorization on the
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server. The documentation for Networkx is far superior and I was able to glean information
regarding specific calculation much easier. It also has more algorithms built into its libraries
compared to igraph. If someone would want to visualize graphs, Networkx does that better
because of its ability to handle dynamically changing graphs. Igraph has a more difficult time
coping with the changes in the graph it is working on.
Conclusion
Protein Interaction research is very important at the moment as there are thousands of
research papers published every year on the topic because of the severely consequential
underlying information that could help drug discovery and help uncover genetic patterns.
The field is only growing but the tools used for such research are quite obtuse and difficult
to use. The foundation for conducting such research is the proper development of tools that
allow such research efficiently. There are several available tools for network research
currently being worked on. Inventing a multidisciplinary approach in handling the datasets
from their creation to their in-depth analysis might be the best way forward. However, for
people that do not work in the field of Algorithm design and Computer Science, it is
important to focus on the biological aspect of research without having to worry about the
intricacies of dealing with poorly developed and extremely complex software. So, there
should be a larger emphasis on developing, and understanding, scalable, effective tools that
could be used for multidisciplinary studies to reduce the overhead for actual experts in the
field.
Also, as the analysis above shows, there are stark differences among similar looking,
similarly acting tools. Igraph and networkX provide a good example – they share the same
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basis platform to run on, and they have similar metrics that can be tested; however, one of
them is advantageous in situations where all you need is core speed for static analysis and
another, when you need to test for more metrics or when you use dynamic graphs. It also
highlights the importance of highly scalable, multiprocessing-enabled algorithms for such
analysis. Since Moore’s laws effects have now weakened because of the physical limitations
of silicon chips,[36] we now have slower developments in hardware than we used to. The use
of properly developed algorithms that use hardware resources wisely is hence all the more
important now to develop tools for research like this that handle large datasets. And proper
analysis of those tools helps researchers in different fields pick the correct tool for their
purposes.
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